
Communities Committee Meeting - 20-01-2022
Attendance: PA (EM Rep), CH (LGBTQ+ Rep), DM (WCS Rep), AW
(President), KM (VP), LJ (Trans and NB Rep), MkA (Assistant LGBTQ+ Rep),
ES (Assistant Int. Rep), ME (Assistant SwD Rep)

Apologies: DB (Communities Chair),  JN (Local Students’ Rep)

Location: Conference Room

Agenda:

Updates

Electing a New Chair

EDI Committee

Religion Rep

AOB

*Minutes Pass*
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Updates

CH: Pride formal coming up so been sorting that out. Did the instagram campaign over
Christmas which went well and we had a meeting between myself, MkA, and LJ  to plan
socials for this term

DM: Worked with welfare over Christmas to do the Classless Cuth’s campaign and am
wanting to create a working class society

AW: Think there is a ratified one and you can be President of it as the WCS Rep. We have the
model with LGBTQ+ soc and the Rep is the President. When the WCS society was created
SWC was keen to do it in that same way but the Rep at the time was resistant but SWC was
right

DM: Learnt from the welfare campaign that it would be great to have my own instagram for
campaigns so will be setting one up too

LJ: I had a meeting with TW (Principal) to talk about diversity at Cuth’s and see what we can
do to improve outreach and accessibility. There is a meeting to come up with TW, JW
(Vice-Principal), and CI (Student Support)

ME: Study buddy pairing seemed to go well

MkA: I help

AW: You assist

CH: Was on college advisory board too

Electing a New Chair

AW: Anyone want to be Chair?

A long pause and eyes darting about the room, tensions are high

DM: I will

AW: Any other candidates? Any objections? Pass on a general aye?

Passes on a general aye

EDI Committee

AW: EDI committee idea - I have been talking to other colleges about this. The old principal
was not a big fan of committee but TW (Principal) is on a path through cuth’s establishing
committees, making things more formalised. Sometimes you need formality with rigid
reviews and even a paper to say what you are going to implement. EA (TW’s Predecessor)
did a lot to optically improve cuths but we now need more structure. My thoughts were
sparked from TW. A more regular structure to those kinds of meetings would be beneficial
for improvements and getting people's opinions so I suggested we make this a committee.
Other colleges do this with great success. It would either be all the reps or some, some
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college staff, some more jcr people and external experts who can bring knowledge from a
different area and that could meet twice a erm to discuss things like outreach projects to
increase intake of AV equipment to increase accessibility. I just want other people's thoughts

LJ: I like it as it allows for ongoing projects and continuous feedback as work is being done

CH: There were things for college to be updated on rather than jcr like ramps and uni admin
so having a committee would get them to listen to us more and talk to them directly

DM: Sounds like actualisation so I'm all for it

AW: It was how CAB worked before but TW wants to take CAB in a more strategic direction

CH: Who would be required to go? I thought the main reps would have to go and the assistant
reps invited

AW: I agree it wouldn't make sense to have a huge committee, discussion would not be
focused

KM: Who do you envisage the other jcr people be

AW: Not sure, typically pres and pg pres are invited to college committees so I think I would
do the same

CH: I guess if it makes sense to invite someone based off the agenda we do so

AW: I would leave it up to college on who they wanted to invite externally like fellows and
scr

DM: Agree, agenda based invitation is the right call I think you dont want too many echoes

CH: Makes sense to have a communities comm meeting before EDI committee meeting too
to make sure we are unified as a committee

AW: The phrase used about communities comm before was to be consultative but that relies
on me remembering every little thing of relevance and it makes sense to cut that part out and
have those conversations directly. It future proofs it if there is a president who does a shit job.
Who is invited to the meeting on the 31st?

LJ: I am not sure and I can't make the current time proposed

CH: Currently myself and LJ

AW: Should I ask her for a different time?

LJ: Ideally because labs :( I wanted to open it up to basically any reps who wanted to come
and just let everyone have a voice

CH: I am worried it will become too busy. I want to talk about the edi fund and you want to
talk about whatever

AW: If it just those points and the EDI comm then we don't really need everyone

CH: If we all decide what we want front he edi comm then we don't need everyone to say the
same thing
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LJ: I spoke about outreach and welfare to TW and I was thinking we should invite the chairs

AW: Inviting senior welfare makes sense, for this meeting and the committee to have a
welfare officer on there

Rep Names (XX)

CH: We have the Assistant LGBTQ+ rep and Trans and Non-Binary Rep - the names can be
confusing. At JoBo they have an identifty and an orientation officer so I was thinking about
changing those roles to something like that. It is a minor technicality but I think this would
clarify things to then equate their roles importance

LJ: From the title of my role it seems like what I do is separate from Assistant LGBTQ+

AW: It is a good idea on a governance level

CH: Any suggestions on the names? Not overly keen on identity rep and orientation rep but
they are good fall backs. A different idea was just have them both assistant LGBTQ+ reps

DM: I think the first idea is better so then it is clear that their roles have different
responsibilities. I don't mind the name identity rep but orientation is a bit :/

CH: Could have that in the standing orders but it is referred to as orientation, but let’s go with
those for now but if everyone could have a think and get back to me if you have any thoughts

Religion Rep

AW: I worry it runs into the same issues as other roles but it would even intensify due to
issues with lack of knowledge about religion. I wonder how much need there is for a separate
rep whereas if communities comm take on the responsibilities beyond their role

CH: Could have the EM Rep in contact with DU societies - there's a lot of durham societies
and we even had cuths CU so if people are searching for that community it is there in durham

AW: It is also an issue of if someone makes an innocent mistake and then they get targeted
for that, like all of religion is huge - it's not a position I want to put someone in

DM: There is definitely a role for communities communities in that we can keep in mind
those kind of issues and have an open mindset to allow people to come to us regardless of
which specific rep role you hold

CH: We can see if there is the demand and see if anyone feels like there are voices in Cuth’s
not being heard - maybe do a poll

AW: We do have a Chaplain now who is meant to be here for people of all faiths. I like the
idea of the poll but I wonder what the JCR can practically offer

DM: I don't know how it functions internally but the main two outlets for religion in cuths
would be accomodation and college families - I know someone got matched with Jewish
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college parents and that made a huge difference for them as they celebrated Hanukkah
together

AW: The college family thing was entirely by chance

CH: Would be a good thing to have though

AW: This is a conversation to be had because it will be going to the new development officer
and we could match people up on course and what your ideal night out is and things along
those lines. There's the question of do we run it alongside or within the college family or
entirely separate from it

DM: Something like the LGBT Association family system would be good

CH: It would be nice to preference on your form to be like I’d like a queer college family or
even vegetarian

AW: Used to be an opt out scheme rather than opt in and that was easier

KM: Yeah but we cant change it in the way we want to now

CH: If we can't match college families up by other characteristics it would be good if the JCR
did events for things like hanukkah

DM: But even things like not being allowed candles in your accommodation is an immediate
barrier, so I think something from the JCR is needed

AOB

CH: Does anyone know how much of the budget is left?

KM: All of it, international comm budget was separate

CH: I guess we are not doing the podcast and doc night?

KM: Up to you

MkA: Meetings are about strategy not tactics
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